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Abstract

Pyrochlore oxides have most of the relevant attributes for use as next generation thermal barrier coatings such as phase stability, low sintering kinetics and low thermal conductivity. One of the issues with the pyrochlore oxides is their lower toughness and therefore higher erosion rate compared to the current state-of-the-art TBC material, yttria (6 to 8 wt%) stabilized zirconia (YSZ). In this work, sintering characteristics were investigated for novel multilayered coating consisted of alternating layers of pyrochlore oxide viz Gd$_2$Zr$_2$O$_7$ and t’ low k (rare earth oxide doped YSZ). Thermal gradient and isothermal high temperature (1316 °C) annealing conditions were used to investigate sintering and cracking in these coatings. The results are then compared with that of relevant monolayered coatings and a baseline YSZ coating.

Introduction

The current thermal barrier coating (TBC) material, 6 to 8 wt% yttria stabilized zirconia (herein referred to as Std. YSZ), exhibits the necessary attributes to maintain the turbine engine metal components’ temperature at required level. These properties include relatively low thermal conductivity, high thermal expansion coefficient and high erosion resistance. Std. YSZ is also in thermochemical equilibrium with the thermally grown oxide (TGO) at the bond coat/Std.YSZ interface and exhibits the metastable t’ phase which provides high toughness. However, Std. YSZ is inadequate for the higher temperatures necessary for enhanced efficiency of gas turbine engines. This is due to an elevated temperature induced thermal instability, increased sintering rates and inferior thermal conductivity.
For TBC applications beyond 1200 °C, pyrochlore oxides of the rare earth zirconates are promising substitutes for Std. YSZ (Refs. 1 to 8). Specifically, gadolinium zirconate (GZO – Gd$_2$Zr$_2$O$_7$) has been studied by several authors due to its high thermal stability ceiling, low thermal conductivity, relatively large coefficient of thermal expansion and reduced propensity for sintering (Refs. 2 to 6). Drawbacks of GZO and other rare earth zirconates are the very low toughness and thereby very poor erosion performance of the cubic structure as well as the instability with the TGO (Refs. 1 and 7). It has been suggested that the latter can be circumvented by first depositing a Std. YSZ interface layer before GZO deposition, thus preventing diffusion of the Gd into the TGO layer (Ref. 1).

Doping ZrO$_2$ with trivalent rare earth oxides such as Gd$_2$O$_3$ and Yb$_2$O$_3$ has been shown to create immobile defect clusters within the structure (Ref. 9). These defect clusters serve to reduce thermal conductivity and provide sintering resistance, while increasing toughness and phase stability (Ref. 10). Below approximately 6 mol% of total dopant, YSZ maintains the t’ structure (t’ low k) and thus higher toughness, while above 6 mol%, the cubic structure (cubic low k) is stable (Ref. 11). This is important, as increasing the dopant concentration is favorable in terms of reducing thermal conductivity but will compromise toughness and therefore erosion resistance. There appears to be a need to develop technologies to impart toughness to materials such as GZO and cubic low k for higher temperature TBC applications.

In an attempt to increase erosion resistance with respect to GZO while maintaining its lower thermal conductivity and sintering resistance with respect to Std. YSZ, the present authors have initiated a systematic study to evaluate the potential of multilayered TBC architectures consisting of alternate layers of t’ low k and GZO. It was hypothesized that multiple interfaces of the multilayered structure will provide higher toughness and enhanced scattering of heat carriers thereby decreasing erosion rate and thermal conductivity, respectively. It was further hypothesized that such multilayered design with adequate microstructure will provide elevated temperature thermal conductivity close to that of GZO while providing better erosion resistance than GZO. Preliminary results of this study were published in reference (Ref. 12). This work demonstrated that the multilayered coatings of t’ low k-GZO can provide lower erosion rates than GZO.

The present work involves manipulation of the multilayered coating microstructure and design to further reduce thermal conductivity. Also, in the present work sintering characteristics of the multilayered coatings under thermal gradient as well as isothermal conditions were examined. For comparison purpose similar characteristics of monolayered coatings were also examined.

**Experimental Procedure**

One inch diameter (Pt,Ni)Al bond coated (Howmet) Rene N5 (Sophisticated Alloys, Butler PA) buttons were used as substrate materials. For high temperature isothermal heat treatment work, 1 by 1 in. polycrystalline Al$_2$O$_3$ substrates (Coors Tek, 99.5 percent pure) were also utilized. Electron beam-physical vapor deposition (EB-PVD) was used to fabricate TBCs of various architectures as presented in Table 1. Only one side of the substrate was coated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix no.</th>
<th>TBC Architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Std. YSZ Monolayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>t’ low k Monolayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>GZO Monolayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>t’ low k-GZO Multilayer (Nano)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>t’ low k-GZO Multilayer (Modified Nano)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>t’ low k-GZO Multilayer (Thick Layers)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Monolayers of Std. YSZ (Matrix 1), t’ low k (Matrix 2) and GZO (Matrix 3) were fabricated as a baseline for comparisons with the multilayered coatings. The multilayered TBC structures (Matrices, 4, 5, and 6) were fabricated by depositing alternate layers of t’ low k and GZO. For Matrix 4 and 5, the necessary ingots were co-evaporated and a vapor shield was used to prevent intermixing of the vapor clouds. Rotation through each vapor cloud therefore provided a coating with alternating layers of t’ Low-k and GZO at individual layer thicknesses of ~200 nm. In Matrix 5, the deposition rate was increased, compared to Matrix 4, to introduce more porosity in each layer. In the case of Matrix 6, the electron beam was alternated between two ingots, thus only a single ingot was evaporated at a time. This also yielded layered coatings with individual layer thicknesses on the order of ~25 μm. The overall thickness of all the monolayered and multilayered coatings was about ~200 to 300 μm. Prior to the deposition of monolayered GZO, a thin (25 μm) layer of either Std. YSZ was deposited on top of the bond coat to maintain thermochemical stability between GZO and TGO. In the case of multilayered TBCs, t’ low k was the first layer (25 μm) deposited on top of the bond coat. In addition to Rene N5, the multilayer coatings from Matrix 6 were also deposited onto bare Al₂O₃ substrates. Details of the coating deposition procedure are described elsewhere (Ref. 12).

Thermal conductivity of the as-fabricated TBCs was measured by the steady-state heat flux technique at NASA Glenn Research Center. Pass through heat flux and the measured temperature gradients through the ceramic coating system were used in conjunction with a one dimensional heat transfer model to calculate the thermal conductivity (Ref. 13). Briefly, the TBC surface temperature was maintained at 1316 °C for 20 hr through a constant heat flux from a 3.0KW CO₂ laser while backside air cooling was used to maintain the desired specimen temperature. Thus the thermal conductivity tests involved thermal gradient conditions. Surface and backside temperatures were measured via optical pyrometers while a laser reflectometer measured the reflection loss at the surface. A laser delivered heat flux was calibrated using a sample of known thermal conductivity and by subtracting the laser reflection loss at the surface from the known heat flux, the pass through heat flux can be determined. The pass-through heat flux was further verified experimentally. The TBC/metal interface temperature was obtained using the known thermal conductivity of Rene N5 metal substrate. The overall thermal conductivity as functions of coating thickness, temperature and testing time was determined from the heat fluxes and the corresponding temperature gradients across the ceramic coating. Details of the thermal conductivity measurement procedure are given elsewhere (Refs. 13 and 14).

X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscope (SEM) techniques were used to characterize the phase and microstructure while box furnaces were used to carry out the high temperature anneals.

**Results and Discussions**

Thermal conductivity results of all the fabricated TBC systems from Table 1 are shown in Figure 1. The monolayered Std. YSZ exhibited the highest initial or “as deposited” thermal conductivity of ~1.45 W/m-K, along with the highest “sintered” thermal conductivity of 2.2 W/m-K after a full 20 hr of high heat flux testing at 1316 °C. The increase in thermal conductivity of Std. YSZ after 20 hr was ~52 percent. The, t’ low k and GZO monolayered coatings have initial thermal conductivity much lower than Std. YSZ with values of 1.25 and 1.13 W/m-K, respectively. The sintered thermal conductivity values were also significantly lower than Std. YSZ with t’ low k exhibiting a value of 1.66 W/m-K and GZO exhibiting a value of 1.43 W/m-K. It is known that in addition to coating chemistry, thermal conductivity is also a function of the overall coating microstructure, i.e., porosity level and morphology. For example, the thermal conductivity of the multilayered coating from Matrix 4 was found to be 1.3 W/m-K, a value higher than that of its constituents. It was thought that the observed higher thermal conductivity of the multilayered coating was most likely due to increased coating density of a non-optimized microstructure (Ref. 12). As a result, additional multilayered t’ low k-GZO coatings were fabricated in Matrix 5 with the intent of a modified, more porous microstructure. The thermal
conductivity of Matrix 5 was measured to be 1.14 W/m-K (Fig. 1) which is lower than t’ low k and closer to GZO. The sintered thermal conductivity of Matrix 5 increased by 7 percent to 1.22 W/m-K, a much smaller increase than the observed 52 percent increase of Std. YSZ. This observation reveals that t’ low k-GZO multilayer TBC system with adequate microstructure can provide lower thermal conductivities and sintering rates compared to Std. YSZ.

Sintering characteristics of the monolayered and multilayered TBCs from Table 1 were also examined by analyzing their microstructure after thermal conductivity testing was conducted under thermal gradient conditions. Figures 2(a) to (d) represent the surface SEM micrographs, respectively, of Matrix 1 to 4 after sintering for 20 hr at 1316 °C. Sintering of column tips occurred in each sample and, except for GZO, surface cracks were observed on the surface of each sample. A closer examination of surface cracks revealed that the cracks in Std. YSZ (Fig. 2(a)) were relatively wider than those in t’ low k (Fig. 2(b)) and multilayered t’ low k – GZO (Fig. 2(d)). Thus it appears that rare earth oxide doping and layering helps in decreasing the extent of cracking. This observation reveals that by manipulating the doping level and coating architecture, the extent of sintering induced cracking can be minimized. This is also in agreement with thermal conductivity tests which suggested smaller increases in thermal conductivity over time and therefore reduced sintering of doped and multilayered TBC. It is known that for EB-PVD thermal barrier coatings high porosity is present in the in-plane directions between the columnar grains. Welding of the individual columnar grains has been observed in sintered EB PVD TBCs which in turn created through thickness cracks in order to relieve stress (Ref. 11). Figures 3(a) to (d) represent X-SEM micrographs Matrix 1 to 4, respectively, after sintering for 20 hr at 1316 °C. Relatively wider and longer through thickness (vertical) cracks reaching to the TBC/TGO interface were observed in Std. YSZ (Fig. 3(a)). A considerable amount of column sintering close to the surface and inside the coating was also observed. In t’ low k (Fig. 3(b)), most cracks were shorter and terminated within the coatings. Only a few long cracks were observed and they did not appear to be as wide as those observed in the Std. YSZ, further confirming the surface observations. Some sintering of the columns at the coating surface and inside the coating was observed, but not as extensively as in YSZ, indicating an increased thermal stability imparted via the addition of rare earth dopants. No cracks were observed in GZO (Fig. 3(c)) and while sintering of the closely spaced columns was observed, more inter-columnar porosity appears to be preserved compared to Std. YSZ (Fig. 3(a)) and t’ low k (Fig. 3(b)). Only shorter length cracks were observed in the sintered multilayered t’ low k- GZO sample (Fig. 3(d)) and these appeared to be terminated within the coating. Sintering of the columns close to the surface and inside the coating was observed, but again,
Figure 2.—Surface SEM micrographs of (a) Matrix 1: Std. YSZ, (b) Matrix 2: t’ low k, (c) Matrix 3: GZO, and (d) Matrix 4: t’ low k-GZO multilayer after thermal conductivity tests.

Figure 3.—X-SEM micrographs of (a) Matrix 1: Std. YSZ, (b) Matrix 2: t’ low k, (c) Matrix 3: GZO and (d) Matrix 4: t’ low k-GZO multilayer after thermal conductivity tests.
Figure 4.—X-SEM micrographs t’ low k-GZO multilayer (Matrix 5) after thermal conductivity tests.

significantly less than in the Std. YSZ. Horizontal cracks confined between the vertical cracks were also observed at certain depths (marked by arrows) which could indicate deflection of vertical cracks and enhanced toughness in the multilayered TBC. It is interesting to see that the observed horizontal cracks are located in a localized region confined to the middle of the multilayered TBC. Similar to surface SEM observations in Figure 2, the cross sections shown in Figure 3 also indicate that rare earth oxide doped YSZ (t’ low k) and multilayer (t’ low k-GZO) TBCs are very effective in mitigating crack-propagation. Absence of cracks in GZO could be related to its intrinsically low sintering rate. At present, the reason for the observed horizontal cracks in the t’ low k-GZO multilayer (Matrix 4) is not very clear. This could be related with the localized denser microstructure and/or composition. The longer cracks observed in monolayered Std. YSZ are wider close to the surface and the crack width decreases through the coating thickness. During thermal conductivity testing the surface temperature is expected to be the highest and therefore sintering induced volume change would be higher at the surface compared to that in the bulk of the coating which in turn will create wider cracks at the surface. Compared to Std. YSZ, the crack widths appeared to be narrower in monolayered t’ low k and multilayered TBCs. Lower sintering rates of t’ low k and multilayered TBCs are expected to lower the volume change in the surface region which in turn could be responsible for decreased crack widths. Doping and multilayering induced increased toughness could be the reason for shorter crack length in monolayered t’ low k and multilayered t’ low k-GZO TBCs.

The sintering characteristics of the multilayer TBC with improved microstructure from Matrix 5 were also examined via the post thermal conductivity cross sectional micrographs in Figure 4. No indication of horizontal cracks was found. This observation lends credence to the notion that the observed horizontal cracks in Matrix 4 could be due to denser microstructure. Judging from the microstructures of Matrix 4 (Fig. 3(d)) and Matrix 5 (Fig. 4), it appears that even after thermal conductivity test, the microstructure of Matrix 5 is more porous than that of Matrix 4.

A question comes to mind whether the observed sintering induced cracking after thermal conductivity testing is due to the initial microstructure and porosity level or due to the materials’ intrinsic characteristics and/or coating architecture. Ideally to answer this question one has to start out with the TBCs having identical microstructure and evaluate their sintering characteristics at higher temperature. Obtaining TBCs of different chemistry with identical microstructure in different EB-PVD runs is non-trivial. A simpler approach would be to deposit two TBC compositions in a single EB-PVD run as one TBC system. With that in mind, a multilayer of t’ low k-GZO with thicker (~25 μm) individual layers were fabricated on bond coated Rene N5 and alumina substrates in Matrix 6. Another purpose of fabricating thicker multilayer of t’ low k-GZO was to examine the interaction between t’ low k and GZO at higher temperature and longer anneal times. Alumina substrates were used to examine the sintering behavior of thicker multilayer at higher temperature (1316 °C) without the need for cooling the back side.
Thermal conductivity of the thicker multilayer on bond coated Rene N5 substrate was determined under identical conditions and found to be ~1.10 W/m-K (Fig. 1). Figure 5 represents surface SEM micrographs of the thicker multilayer before (pre TC) and after (post TC) thermal conductivity test. Almost no visible cracks were observed. Figure 6 represents the cross section micrographs of an as deposited thicker multilayer on alumina substrate. In the backscattered cross section image, the GZO layers appear as the bright phase. The microstructure appears relatively porous and the inter-columnar gaps are continuous through individual layers of both materials viz. t’ low k and GZO. Thus from this level of microstructural characterization, it appears that porosity (gap between columns) along in-plane direction is similar in both materials. The thicker multilayers were isothermally annealed at 1316 °C for 20, 100, and 500 hr. Figure 7(a) to (c) show the surface SEM micrographs of the annealed thicker multilayer samples. After 20 hr of annealing surface appears almost crack free however some cracking was observed after annealing at 100 and 500 hr. The observed cracks (Fig. 7(b) and (c)) appear to be the separation between columns of the individual layers of the multilayered structure. This was verified from the X-SEM micrographs shown in Figure 8(a) to (c). Noticeable sintering was observed in each of the individual layers. Careful observation indicates that the reduction in the inter-columnar spacing in t’ low k layer is larger than in GZO layer. This observation implies that the extent of sintering is much higher in t’ low k layers than in GZO layers. In other words even with similar in-plane direction porosity level, GZO is more sintering resistant than t’ low k. The multilayered structures appear minimizes through thickness cracking which is prevalent in Std. YSZ. Thus the observed cracking in monolayered Std. YSZ and t’ low k after thermal conductivity test appears to be related to their higher sintering rate.
Figure 7.—Surface SEM micrographs of thicker t’ low k-GZO multilayer on alumina substrate after annealing at 1316 °C for (a) 20, (b) 100, and (c) 500 hr.

Figure 8.—X- SEM micrographs of thicker t’ low k-GZO multilayer on Al₂O₃ substrate after isothermal annealing at 1316 °C for (a) 20, (b) 100, and (c) 500 hr.

The observation that more porous multilayer from Matrix 5 exhibits lower thermal conductivity than denser multilayer from Matrix 4 demonstrates the importance of microstructure in lowering thermal conductivity. On the same token it can be argued that the thermal conductivity of Std. YSZ can also be lowered considerably by introducing adequate porosity. However, due to the observed higher intrinsic sintering rate of Std. YSZ thermal conductivity of porous Std. YSZ will increase greatly with concomitant introduction of through thickness cracks.

To examine relatively longer term microstructural stability, the thicker t’ low k-GZO multilayer samples isothermally annealed at 1316 °C for 100 and 500 hr were examined critically. Figures 9 presents backscattered X-SEM micrographs (a,b) and EDS maps (c,d) of an interface in a Matrix 6 multilayer coating which has been annealed for 100 (a,c) and 500 hr (b,d). From the back scattering contrast it appears that the edges of the columns of the t’ low k layers are composed of a higher Z element and the maps shown in Figure 9(c) and (d) confirm the element is Gd. With increased annealing time the Gd containing column edges of t’ low k increasingly sinter together. The unsintered portion of the intercolumnar gap appeared mostly as dark circular and sometimes as dark elongated regions. The intercolumnar gaps in the GZO layers appear to widen with anneal time. These two observations indicate that at the interfaces of t’ low k/GZO where the columns of the two layers meet, Gd from the GZO layer diffuses along the column edges of the t’ low k layer and with increased time (500 hr) ultimately the columns in the t’ low k layers sintered together. The observed widening of the intercolumnar gaps in the GZO layers could be the consequence of the Gd out diffusion (material transport) to the t’ low k.

The observed migration of Gd to the column edges of t’ low k, under the given condition, could be due to the chemical potential difference between the two involved phases viz. GZO and t’ low k and/or due to the fabrication process induced. Study on the diffusion couples such as GZO/t’ low k and GZO/Std. YSZ would be helpful in resolving this issue. Knowing the mechanism of CMAS resistance of GZO where Gd is involved in the formation of fluorite and apatite phases at the column edges to block CMAS penetration (Ref. 15), creating a microstructure with Gd at the column edges of t’ low k layers, could be very helpful for CMAS resistance.
Finally it should be emphasized that the thermal conductivity tests were carried out under thermal gradient conditions which is similar to the field application where the TBC coated blades are internally cooled. Thus, the thermal conductivity test at NASA Glenn Research Center could be used for design, development and life prediction for engine application (Ref. 13).

Summary and Conclusions

Fabrication and evaluation of t’ low k-GZO multilayered TBC was initiated in an effort to develop TBC having thermal conductivity comparable to GZO yet with much lower erosion rates than GZO. In the present work we have shown that the t’ low k-GZO multilayered TBC with adequate microstructure can provide lower thermal conductivity at higher temperature. Sintering characteristics of the multilayered TBC under thermal gradient conditions were examined and compared with that of monolayered Std. YSZ, t’ low k and GZO. It has been shown that the multilayered TBC is able to minimize the sintering induced cracking that is prevalent in Std. YSZ and to a lesser extent in t’ low k. Out-diffusion of Gd from GZO layer was observed under higher temperature and longer term annealing. Much more work including higher temperature erosion, thermal stability, and furnace cycling test would be needed to establish the multilayered coating architecture as a future high temperature TBC.
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